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1 - Permanent Success  

What he's achieved I would call a Permanent Success. This book has 
made significant royalties for over 5 years, and it will most probably 
bring in cash for the rest of his life. Clearly, this is the kind of success 
that we all should be striving for! 

Let me point out the genius of what he's doing: He's taking a pre-
written text and simply changing it slightly to make it his own. But he's 
not choosing just any text: he's choosing a text that is sought 
after, popular, and exciting. This guarantees there is built-in demand 
for his book. 

He's also not breaking any Amazon rules. He is well within Amazon's 
Publishing Terms of Service. In fact, what he's doing is an ancient and 
accepted part of book publishing. It's not frowned on at all. In fact, it's 
a time-tested tradition. And if you do it right, you can create a book that 
you'll be proud of for decades. 

Now, I'm not going to say he didn't make any mistakes. He did! He 
basically slapped this book together as fast as he possibly could. What 
he did was sloppy and makeshift. But it still worked! This book has 
generated life-changing money for him. 

This shows you how powerful this strategy is. He bungled so many 
things, but he got the core strategy right. He received plenty of justified 
complaints in the reviews, but the power of the text he chose 
overcomes all those complaints. The book is basically unstoppable. 
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Of course, we are definitely NOT slap dash. We create quality content 
that we are proud of. Also, by rushing everything, he missed even 
bigger opportunities. But that's good, because he left these 
opportunities wide open for us. I will go over those opportunities a little 
later in this guide. 

Ok, let's take a look at his book. First off, his cover is very plain. It 
was thrown together very quickly. Also, it doesn't differentiate itself. It 
doesn't tell us anything except the title of the book. There is nothing 
here that makes it unique: 
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But more importantly, check the reviews. This is where you can see 
the mistakes he made, and you can also see the power of this strategy. 
He got many complaints for quickly slapping the book together, but the 
good reviews outnumber the bad, and the sales keep flowing: 

The Art of War 

The text he used is in the Public Domain. That simply means the 
copyright has expired and anyone is free to use the text. There are 
many very powerful, very famous works in the Public Domain. And we 
have access to them all. Here's a definition of what Public Domain 
means: 

Public Domain - Wikipedia  

He is certainly not hiding this fact. He acknowledges this at the very 
beginning of the book. This is a very important to acknowledge, and we 
should be doing it too: Filiquarian Publishing LLC is publishing this 
edition of The Art of War due to its public domain status.  

Just to make things clear: The original text was written thousands of 
years ago by an author named Sun Tzu. The original work is obviously 
in the Public Domain. The TRANSLATION that Filiquarian used was 
written in 1910 by a translator named Lionel Giles. That translation is 
also in the Public Domain. 

You'll notice that Filiquarian acknowledged Sun Tzu by assigning him as 
the author. He also acknowledged the translator in the very first pages 
of his book. This is important to acknowledge both, and to clearly show 
everything is in the Public Domain. 

When you see how little work he did on this book you're going to 
be shocked! He took a Public Domain text and basically copy/pasted 
into his word processor. And then he uploaded it to Amazon. The text is 
pretty much verbatim from the original. Here's the text he used: 

The Art of War - Project Gutenberg  
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There's nothing wrong with using a Public Domain text and changing it 
very little. But, publishing Public Domain texts on Amazon must follow 
certain rules. Those rules are simple, and are actually very little work. 
The core rule is make your Public Domain text clearly different 
from the original. 

You can do this simply by writing notes about the original text, and 
including your notes in the text. This can be as simple as your opinion 
on what the author is saying. Every couple of pages, you simply 
Interrupt and explain to the reader what you think the original author 
was trying to say. 

But more importantly, we want to make our version clearly 
different so that the customers know they are getting something 
special, something of value. Remember, we are going for the long-
term with a book like this. We want our book to bring in royalties for 
decades. I will show you how we do this a little later in this guide. 

Let me show you how simple this actually is: Let's say you take the 
same exact text that Filiquarian used. But you want to use The Art of 
War to help women. You decide to name your book: The Art of War for 
Independent Women. 

Now you would simply add little notes in the text on how Sun Tzu's 
words apply to women. That's how simple annotation is. You would 
explain how the concepts Sun Tzu puts forth can be used by women so 
that they can excel in both business and personal life. 

You would be using your own words, your own style, your own 
interpretation of what Sun Tzu said. And you would be helping women 
navigate a very tough business world. Not only that, but you could also 
apply Sun Tzu's concepts to relationships and romance for women. 

That's how easy annotation is! And, in my opinion, it's actually fun. You 
are using an ancient text to help people who are struggling right now. 
You are helping them avoid the pitfalls in life, giving them a clear path, 
and helping them thrive in both business and romance. 

Quick Note: Make sure you include YOURSELF as the author alongside 
Sun Tzu. The annotation is your original work! 
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A different approach to Public Domain: Let me show you another 
bestseller based on Public Domain. In this case he takes an ancient 
Chinese work, the Tao Te Ching. He uses a translation of the original by 
Dwight Goddard from 1919. The translation is also in the Public Domain. 

Then he simply rewrites the text in his own words! He's taking an 
English translation of the Tao Te Ching and just rewriting it in his own 
style. I think what he's doing is brilliant, fun, and pretty easy because 
the Tao is a very short book. 
 

Tao Te Ching - Sam Torode 
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His book is ranking around #5,000 in the Amazon Book Store. So that's 
about 22 books PER DAY. Not too shabby! This looks like it would be fun 
project to do. And it's clearly profitable: Here's the text he used to 
create his book: 

Tao Te Ching - Dwight Goddard 

You're beginning to see that we have multiple options and opportunities 
when using Public Domain texts. And almost all the work is already 
done for us. Not only that, but we are building on books that are world 
famous, and ALWAYS in demand.  

Amazon - Public Domain Rules  

2 - Our Public Domain Book 

Our goal is to take a Public Domain text and make it UNIQUE. But just 
as importantly, we want to target an audience and make our Public 
Domain text unique FOR THEM. This is how you differentiate your 
version from the original, and this is how you create built-in demand in 
your book. 

You've already seen our example of taking a Public Domain text and 
aiming it at a female audience. We titled our book The Art of War for 
Independent Women. As soon as we know our target audience, we 
know exactly how we will write our book.  

The easy way to do this is to simply ANNOTATE. That just means 
add little notes to the text. Our notes are written to BENEFIT our target 
audience. In the previous example, our target audience is women. So 
our interpretation of the text, our annotation, must benefit women. 

The more complex way is to completely rewrite the Public Domain text 
in YOUR OWN WORDS. This of course is more time consuming. But it 
can be a ton of fun, and you end up with a more powerful, more unique 
text. I would recommend starting with the annotation method first. The 
annotation method can also be very powerful. 
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Our variations on The Art of War: 

The Art of War for African Americans  

The Art of War for Business 

The Art of War for Business Women  

The Art of War for Bitcoin  

The Art of War for Rebels 

The Art of War for Patriots 

The Art of War for Dating 

The Art of War for Marriage   

The Art of War for Divorce 

The Art of War for Democrats 

The Art of War for Republicans  

The Art of War for Red Hats (Trump) 

The Art of War for Libertarians  

Yes, the options are pretty much limitless! This ancient text has 
incredible built-in demand. It's respected, it's loved, it's known all over 
the world. The power of these ancient works will never wane. This is 
why the strategy works so well. This is also why this method is ideal for 
long-term royalties. 

We also have an incredible amount of famous Public Domain 
works that we can choose from. I recommend you pick a FAMOUS 
Public Domain text to base your book on. There are many lesser-known 
texts, but they lack the built-in demand and momentum of the more 
famous works. 
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Get inspired! Browse through these Public Domain texts and find one 
that you're familiar with, one you've already read, one that inspires you. 
It's far easier to complete this project if you pick a text that you are 
fascinated with. It actually becomes quite fun and doesn't feel like work 
at all: 

Project Gutenberg - Top 100 Ebooks 

Project Gutenberg gives you the text in multiple formats. You simply 
copy and paste the text into your Word Processor and start adding your 
notes. But make sure you have a Target Audience that you want to help. 
This is extremely important, and makes book sales much easier. 

Be Dramatic, Be EXTREME  

This is my best possible advice when creating your book: Create 
something intense, shocking, edgy, powerful. People are easily 
distracted these days and they have tons of media trying to grab their 
attention. We need to break through that mental haze. We can't afford 
to be boring. 

Whichever Public Domain text you choose, make sure the book you 
create will get the reader's blood flowing! Pull out all the stops and go 
for intensity. Do whatever you need to do to create a book that we just 
can't put down. Shock readers with the unexpected, go all the way, 
cross the line. 

Your Book Cover is Extremely Important! 

We need to have a book cover that stops people in their tracks. I can't 
stress this enough. The book cover needs to grab attention so that the 
casual surfer stops and digs deeper into your book. This will also help us 
differentiate our Public Domain book from all the others. 

We actually have a HUGE advantage here. Most authors just throw 
together their Public Domain books without much thought or care. You 
notice how plain Filiquarian's book cover is for The Art of War. With a 
great book cover, we can easily get out ahead of the competition.  
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Our book cover needs to INSPIRE our target audience. It needs to 
appeal to them, it needs to speak to them. The theme of our book cover 
should be the same as the theme of our book, and our book title. We 
want the cover to convey what's inside our book. So for our book The 
Art of War for Independent Women, how about this image: 
 

Shutterstock - Strong Independent Woman 

How do you like that image? It definitely has an energy to it, it 
definitely gets your blood circulating. Now we only need to add the title 
text and a few other things, and we're good to go.  
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You can, of course, create the cover yourself. Once you have a strong 
image, it's just a matter of putting the title text over the image. But, 
the book cover is one area where I recommend spending significant 
money. That's how important a cover is. 

If you have the skills, by all means go ahead and create your own cover. 
But also consider a Fiverr graphic artist. Remember: We are going for 
dramatic, eye catching, magical, extreme. Check out the designs of this 
graphic designer: 

Fiverr - Vector Illustrated Book Cover 

3 - No-Cost EFFECTIVE Book Promotion  

Filiquarian Publishing did absolutely ZERO promotion. He didn't want to 
spend a dime, and the entire project was very rushed. But he still 
succeeded! However, I highly recommend you do at least SOME book 
promotion to give your book that initial momentum that's so crucial to 
success. 

Your best bet is to use ALL OF THESE RESOURCES. You can do a little 
each day, but I highly recommend you submit your book to every single 
resource in this guide. That's the way to get maximum impact. 

Promote on Goodreads: 

Promote Your Self-Published Book: 

https://www.goodreads.com/group/show/97376-promote-your-self-
published-book  

Book Promotions: 

https://www.goodreads.com/group/show/69484-book-promotions 

List of Book-Promotion Groups: 

https://www.goodreads.com/group/show_tag/book-promotion  
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Press Release Sites: 

PR Log 

https://www.prlog.org/ 

Newswire Today 

https://www.newswiretoday.com/ 

PR.com 

https://www.pr.com/ 

Online PR Media 

https://onlineprnews.com/ 
Free Press Release 

http://www.free-press-release.com/ 

Facebook Promotion Groups (Free) 

With these groups, you are advertising your book's website. You are not 
advertising directly. But sending people to your site where they can click 
on through and buy your book.  

These groups can be quite effective, if you use them all! I highly 
recommend you join and then submit to every single group in this PDF.  

Advertise Your Businesses, Pages, or Groups (101,000 Members)  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1573201092931491/ 

Advertise Your Business Here (227,000 Members)  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/604906636280396/ 

Advertise Your Businesses (98,000 Members)  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/007ENGLISH/ 
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Advertise Your Site for Free (49,000 Members)  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/timewillsell2/ 

Work From Home - Business Opportunities - USA (51,000 Members)  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/
WorkFromHomeBusinessOpportunitiesUSAgroup2/ 

Promote Your Website Here (32,000 Members)  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1394759100793737/ 

Work at Home Moms & Dads (32,000 Members)  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/2237298620/ 

Work From Home UK & Beyond (26,000 Members)  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/136211813153622/ 

Advertise Your Website (23,000 Members)  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1477593792546952/ 

Work From Home 2016 and Beyond (78,000 Members)  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/workfromhome2016andbeyond/ 

Promote Your Business Here (40,000 Members)  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/419808741386626/ 

If you have a few bucks to spare, I recommend letting a Fiverr worker 
do the grind work for you: 

Fiverr Submitters (Paid) 

I Will Submit Your Ebook To 60 Kindle Promotion Sites 

https://www.fiverr.com/bestamzkindle/fill-in-the-form-to-over-top-35-
sites-in-24-hours 
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I will submit your Kindle books to over 40plus KDP Promotion sites 

https://www.fiverr.com/kindlepromoter/submit-your-kindle-books-to-
over-40plus-kdp-promotion-sites 

I Will Do Kindle Book Promotion  

https://www.fiverr.com/emilyheart/do-kindle-book-or-ebook-promotion 

I Will Spread The Word About Your Kindle Ebook, Manual Ebook 
Promotion 

https://www.fiverr.com/kokoha/spread-the-word-about-your-kindle-
ebook-ebook-promotion 

We are going to launch a Public Domain book together! We are 
creating more Launch Groups specifically for Public Domain Books. We 
will notify you about the Launch Groups via email. These groups are 
FREE, and we will help you launch YOUR  Public Domain book along with 
ours. So stay subscribed to my VIP Email List! 

Extremely Important:  

Make sure you are on my VIP Email List so that you can 
have access to the free Launch Groups! 

If you purchased this training, you are automatically on the VIP Email  
List. We are forming small Launch Groups to help you launch your 
content. That means ALL of your content, from micro-content to full-
length books. This also includes Public Domain books. We are way more 
effective when we work as a group.  

We want to continue creating these tiny launch groups as many times 
as we can, and for as long as we can. These groups are TAILORED for 
you and your content. There is no cost for joining the group. We just 
really want to see some publishing success stories! 
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So make sure you stay on my email list because that's where all the 
announcements will take place. If you have any doubts about not being 
on the list, email me and I will make sure to add you: 

paul@authoradvent.com  

Insider Training: 

The following training is PROVEN EFFECTIVE. This is the best of the best 
that I can possibly offer. It's taken me years to perfect these strategies. 
They absolutely work, and they keep on working. I'm the type of person 
who tests and then re-tests EVERYTHING. Effectiveness is a big deal 
with me! 

One-Page Royalty Streams  

This training is about EDITABLE one-page micro-content. These are 
simple one-pagers that the customer buys from you, and then edits 
them with free software. Because customers can CUSTOMIZE these 
one-pagers for their own lifestyle, they are willing to pay much more for 
them. 

Azon Royalty Generator  

This is a method to create a one-page book on Amazon and to get FREE 
PERMANENT advertising directly on Amazon's website. Yes, free ads for 
your book basically forever. The royalty stream from these tiny books 
can be quite substantial. 

Micro-Content Rapid Royalties  

This training is about a woman who did everything wrong when she 
created a simple 9-page book, but made over $5,000 dollars from it.  
I'm not kidding when I tell you that the book is only NINE pages. This 
tiny book was a life changer for her. 
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Micro-Series Bestseller Royalties  

This is about an author who writes little 10-page books very quickly and 
then connects them in a big series. He pretty much slaps these books 
together, but he dominates the bestseller lists and his royalties are off 
the chart. He also has a free method to get even more sales, and most 
authors don't know anything about this feature.  

Godspeed to you and all your projects! Now is the time to launch 
your content because the demand has never been greater. There's so 
much opportunity out there for you. You just need to reach out and take 
it. If you need any further guidance or help, you can always contact me: 

paul@authoradvent.com 

Paul J Coleman 
Paul J. Coleman  
Authoradvent.com 

Disclaimer: 

(1) Introduction 
  
This disclaimer governs the use of this report.  [By using this report, 
you accept this disclaimer in full.] 
  
(2) Credit 
  
This disclaimer was created using an seq legal template. 
  
(3) No advice 
  
The report contains information about creating and selling micro-
content. The information is not advice, and should not be treated as 
such. 
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[You must not rely on the information in the report as an alternative to 
[legal / medical / financial / taxation / accountancy / ] advice from an 
appropriately qualified professional.  If you have any specific questions 
about any [legal / medical / financial / taxation / accountancy / ] matter 
you should consult an appropriately qualified professional.] 
  
[You should never delay seeking legal advice, disregard legal advice, or 
commence or discontinue any legal action because of information in the 
report.] 
  
(4) No representations or warranties 

  
To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law and subject to 
section 6 below, we exclude all representations, warranties, 
undertakings and guarantees relating to the report. 
  
Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing paragraph, we do 
not represent, warrant, undertake or guarantee: 

A) That the information in the report is correct, accurate, complete or 
non-misleading; 
  
B) That the use of guidance in the report will lead to any particular 
outcome or result; or 
  
C) In particular, that by using the guidance in the report you will make 
money, sell books, sell Micro-Content, create Micro-Content, or get sign-
ups to your email subscription list. 

(5) Limitations and exclusions of liability 
  

The limitations and exclusions of liability set out in this section and 
elsewhere in this disclaimer: are subject to section 6 below; and govern 
all liabilities arising under the disclaimer or in relation to the report, 
including liabilities arising in contract, in tort (including negligence) and 
for breach of statutory duty. 
  
We will not be liable to you in respect of any losses arising out of any 
event or events beyond our reasonable control. 
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We will not be liable to you in respect of any business losses, including 
without limitation loss of or damage to profits, income, revenue, use, 
production, anticipated savings, business, contracts, commercial 
opportunities or goodwill. 
  
We will not be liable to you in respect of any loss or corruption of any 
data, database or software. 
  
We will not be liable to you in respect of any special, indirect or 
consequential loss or damage. 
  
(6) Exceptions 
  
Nothing in this disclaimer shall: limit or exclude our liability for death or 
personal injury resulting from negligence; limit or exclude our liability 
for fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation; limit any of our liabilities in 
any way that is not permitted under applicable law; or exclude any of 
our liabilities that may not be excluded under applicable law. 
  
(7) Severability 

  
If a section of this disclaimer is determined by any court or other 
competent authority to be unlawful and/or unenforceable, the other 
sections of this disclaimer continue in effect.   
  
If any unlawful and/or unenforceable section would be lawful or 
enforceable if part of it were deleted, that part will be deemed to be 
deleted, and the rest of the section will continue in effect. 

  
(8) Law and jurisdiction 
  
This disclaimer will be governed by and construed in accordance with 
United States law, and any disputes relating to this disclaimer will be 
subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Texas, USA. 
  
(9) Our details 
  
In this disclaimer, "we" means (and "us" and "our" refer to) Paul 
Coleman Bookpumper.com and Authoradvent.com, which has its 
principal place of business at 219 East Mills Ave #1891, El Paso, Texas 
79901. 
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--- 
PS: I love life! :-) 
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